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Chapter 3377 

David followed Luo Xi, running with those monsters, and soon ran a long 
distance! 

The two people followed these monsters from the boundless wilderness to the 
rolling hills! 

“Mr. Chen, where are these monsters taking us? When I picked up the big 
stone just now, it was not here.” 

Luo Xi was a little scared, so he asked David! 

“I don’t know, but these monsters have been in this battlefield of gods and 
demons for many years. They must know where the treasures are, and we 
can just follow them.” “I don’t think 

these monsters have any ill intentions. They will be fine.” 

David I don’t know where these monsters are going, so I can only follow them! 

When David and the two of them followed those monsters over a hill, a large 
flash of light soon appeared in front of them! 

Looking closely, I found that there were weapons all over the place, but many 
of the weapons were somewhat damaged! 

After all, there has been a war here, whether it is a fight between immortals or 
demons, the weapons in your hands will definitely be damaged! 

This is just such a large area, with piles of weapons piled together, which is 
obviously a bit strange! 

These weapons don’t seem to have been dropped, but rather like someone 
deliberately piled them here! 



“I picked up these weapons…” 

the monster leader said! 

When David heard it, it turned out that this monster had picked it up. No 
wonder after they stepped into the battlefield of gods and demons, they saw 
bones all over the ground, but no weapons were found! 

It turned out that this monster had picked them up in this place, but David 
didn’t know what the monster was doing picking up these broken weapons. 
Could it be that he had this habit? 

“Why did you pick up these weapons?” 

David asked curiously. 

“These weapons all have immortal energy left on them. What I need is the 
immortal energy on them…” 

the monster leader said! 

“Immortal energy?” David was stunned. He didn’t have any.I don’t feel the 
presence of immortal energy! 

The monster leader didn’t speak, but walked directly towards the piles of 
weapons! 

David followed Luo Xi slowly! 

Soon, the two people seemed to have passed through a transparent barrier, 
and they even saw ripples in the void! 

But just after David passed through this barrier, a large amount of immortal 
energy rushed towards him! 

This time, David was stunned! 

It turns out that these weapons all contain immortal energy, and this immortal 
energy is blocked by a force, so David didn’t feel it just now! 

But now, after passing through the barrier, the immortal energy rushes 
towards me! 



“Such a strong fairy energy. When you pick up these weapons, do you want to 
use the fairy energy on them to practice?” 

David asked the leader of the monster beast! 

But the demon beast leader shook his head, “I practice and can’t use the 
immortal energy in these broken weapons. There are a lot of immortal grasses 
in this battlefield of gods and demons, all of which are very lush.” ”Then why 
do you pile up these weapons 

? Where are you here?” 

David looked at the monster leader in confusion! 

The monster leader did not speak, but continued to move forward, and David 
and Luo Xi followed him again! 

Stepping on the weapons under their feet, David and the others walked 
forward step by step! 

When he reached a small pile of weapons, the leader of the monster beast 
gently fiddled with it with his thick tail, and the pile of weapons scattered 
instantly! 

Just after the weapons were scattered, David and Luo Xi discovered that 
underneath the weapons, there was a colorful beast egg covered with various 
patterns! 

It turns out that these weapons were used to bury the beast’s egg! 

David looked at the egg, which seemed different from the one picked up by 
Luo Xi. 

“Is this egg yours?” David asked tentatively! 

The monster leader shook his head, “No, if it were my child, I wouldn’t be 
buried under these weapons.” 
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“I don’t know what is inside this beast egg, but I know that this beast egg has 
been absorbing fairy energy. In order to hatch this beast egg, I picked up 
these weapons and used the fairy energy in the weapons to make this beast 
egg Hatching.” 

“It’s a pity that after thousands of years, this beast egg still seems to have no 
sign of hatching, but from the looks of it, it is very likely that there is a spiritual 
beast inside this beast egg. If it is ordinary monsters like us, being incubated 
by such a strong The fairy energy package has been hatched a long time 
ago.” 

The leader of the monster beast followed David and said! 

“Spirit beast egg?” David was suddenly surprised! 

You must know that spiritual beasts are things that can be encountered but 
not sought, and the strength of spiritual beasts is many times stronger than 
ordinary monsters! 

In the heavenly realm, only immortals with sufficient strength are worthy of 
owning spiritual beast mounts! 

“Then why did you bring me here?” 

David asked! 

“You have the aura of the beast clan and the power of the dragon clan. I want 
you to hatch this spirit beast egg.” 

“If it can be hatched, this spirit beast will be comparable to this god Any 
treasure in the Demonic Battlefield is good.” 

The monster leader said! 

David looked at the monster leader calmly, frowned slightly and said, “Why 
are you helping me? Is it because of the power of the dragon in my body?” 
“No, 

I’m not helping you, I’m helping myself.” 



The monster paused and said, “The battlefield between gods and demons has 
opened, and the life of our tribe will be disrupted. We will definitely be 
slaughtered by then, and then we will take our beast elixir.” “I only hope that 
you can join the battle between gods and demons. 

” When the battlefield is closed, you can completely seal the entrance to the 
battlefield of gods and demons here. We just want to live a stable life.” “We do 

n’t want to practice and become immortals. We just want to not be disturbed. 
In fact, we have stayed here for thousands of years. Very good…” 

The tone of the monster leader’s tone was very helpless! 

Now enter the gods and demons there were not many people on the 
battlefield, and one of their eggs was taken away by Luo Xi. If there were too 
many people, their group might be wiped out! 

You must know that these monsters living in the battlefield between gods and 
demons have no way to ascend to immortality. After all, this world was 
created by man. 

If these monsters want to ascend to immortality, they must break this 
battlefield of gods and demons, or another immortal will come, destroy this 
world, and release these monsters! 

But now it seems that these monsters don’t want to leave here, nor do they 
want to become monsters and immortals forever! 

They just want to live a peaceful life! 

“Okay, I promise you, but I’m afraid that my strength will not be able to seal 
the entrance to the battlefield of gods and demons.” 

David agreed to the request of the monster leader, but now he has just 
cautiously crossed the tribulation realm and wants to seal it permanently. I’m 
afraid it won’t be easy to live at the entrance to the battlefield of gods and 
demons! 

“As long as you agree, I believe you can do it. You have the power of the 
dragon in your body, so you can definitely do it.” The 



leader of the monster beast believes in David because he believes in the 
power of the dragon in David! 

As an orc, this monster knows the power of the dragon! 

“I’ll try my best!” David nodded! 

“If this is a spirit beast egg, treat it well.” 

After the demon beast leader finished speaking, he turned around and left! 

It seems that these monsters do not live here, they just brought David and the 
others here! 

“Mr. Chen, could this really be a spirit beast egg?” 

Luo Xi didn’t quite believe it. After all, she had never seen a spirit beast 
before! 

“It’s possible. In this battlefield between gods and demons, there will definitely 
be spirit beasts participating in the battle. It’s not impossible to leave a spirit 
beast egg behind.” After 

David finished speaking, he slowly walked towards the spirit beast egg, and 
then I reached out and wiped it on it! 

The spirit beast egg actually has a sense of warmth and feels very 
comfortable to the touch! 
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David could really feel the movement in the spirit beast egg, but when he used 
his spiritual sense to explore it, he couldn’t penetrate it at all! 

And just when David used his spiritual sense to explore, the spirit beast egg 
seemed to react! 

The strange lines on it suddenly glowed with colorful light! 



And the light shot straight into the sky, blooming like fireworks! 

David was so frightened that he quickly retracted his hand and stared blankly 
at the colorfully luminous spirit beast egg! 

The colorful lights looked very dazzling in this gloomy battlefield of gods and 
demons! Those 

who entered the battlefield of gods and demons all saw this colorful light at 
this moment! 

“Has this treasure been revealed?” 

Qi Peijia was suspended in mid-air, and at his feet was a monster corpse, and 
in his hand was a bloody beast pill. 

When he saw this colorful light, murderous intent suddenly appeared in his 
eyes! 

No matter who gets this treasure, Qi Peijia will fight for it without hesitation! 

In this battlefield between gods and demons, there is no mercy, let alone 
emotion! 

Their only purpose is to get the treasure they want! 

Some people started to go in the direction of the light! 

At this moment, David’s hand had left the spirit beast’s egg, so the light was 
slowly disappearing! 

David frowned. He knew that the light just now must have attracted others’ 
attention! 

David didn’t want to attract anyone’s attention. He was just here to hunt for 
treasure, not to fight! 

But now, he doesn’t want to attract attention and has no choice! 

“Mr. Chen, I think you still have the spirit beast egg. Let’s leave here as soon 
as possible. Someone will definitely come soon.” 

Luo Xi looked around and then said to David! 



David may have left with the spirit beast egg, but wouldn’t it be a pity if he 
didn’t absorb and use this strong immortal energy? 

After thinking for a moment, ChenPing lowered his head picked four swords 
from a pile of weapons, and then inserted them into the four corners 
respectively! 

These four swords are all defective, and David can’t control that much now! 

Then David began to draw formations under the four long swords, and a 
series of mysterious formation graphics were drawn by David! 

Then David connected these graphics together! 

Soon, a huge magic circle was drawn by David alone! 

Luo Xi looked at David in shock. She really didn’t expect that David could 
depict such a huge formation! 

At this moment, David was already sweating profusely, but he still didn’t give 
up and kept painting! 

After the last stroke of the formation was completed, bursts of white mist soon 
appeared from all around, covering up David and the others! 

Looking down from mid-air, this area is completely white, and it’s impossible 
to see clearly what’s going on inside! 

Moreover, David’s formation also has the ability to block spiritual 
consciousness. Even if someone wants to use spiritual consciousness to 
detect it, nothing can be detected at all! 

“Miss Luo, help me protect the law for the time being. I will absorb the 
immortal energy. When the absorption is completed, we will leave here.” 

David said to Luo Xi! 

“Mr. Chen, don’t worry, I will fight to the death to protect you.” 

Luo Xi nodded! 

David quickly sat cross-legged, closed his eyes slightly, and his body began to 
quickly absorb the surrounding immortal energy! 



The Heart Condensation Technique was operating rapidly, and David 
squeezed out all his potential! 

David had no other choice, he really couldn’t bear to part with this rich 
immortal energy! 

While David was practicing, a middle-aged man appeared not far away! 

The middle-aged man looked around and frowned slightly. “It should be in this 
direction. It can’t be wrong. Why can’t you see it?” The middle-aged man was 
obviously 

looking for the colorful light beam just now and wanted to see what treasure it 
was. , will emit such a dazzling light! 
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The middle-aged man jumped up, suspended in mid-air, and then looked 
around! 

I found that not far away, there was a vast expanse of white mist. The mist 
gathered and never dispersed, covering only a few miles in radius! 

Seeing this scene, the middle-aged man flew over quickly! 

As a piece of spiritual consciousness dispersed, the middle-aged man 
discovered that there was no one else around. However, when the spiritual 
consciousness entered the white mist, it suddenly disappeared without any 
feedback at all! 

“Is this a magic circle set up by someone? Even the spiritual consciousness 
can’t penetrate it?” The 

middle-aged man frowned slightly, then took out two black balls from his arms, 
and then threw them on the ground! 

The ball exploded, and two hungry wolves rushed out from the black smoke! 



Under the command of the middle-aged man, the two hungry wolves charged 
towards the white mist with bared teeth! 

But as soon as they entered the white mist, they heard two voices, and the 
two hungry wolves stopped moving! 

At this moment, the middle-aged man’s expression became a little serious, but 
at this moment, the white mist suddenly fluctuated, and soon a sharp sword 
flew out! 

The middle-aged man’s eyes turned cold, and he swung his palm towards the 
sharp sword! 

boom! 

With this palm, the sharp sword was smashed to pieces! 

Just when the middle-aged man was surprised, he found that a figure had 
arrived in front of him, and then a white light flashed in front of him! 

The middle-aged man frowned, and a black shield instantly formed outside his 
body, directly blocking the white light! 

The middle-aged man looked closely and found a girl holding a long sword 
and glaring at him! 

This girl was Luo Xi. After Luo Xi knew that someone was coming, in order not 
to disturb David’s practice, he chose to rush out of the formation! 

The middle-aged man looked at Luo Xi and couldn’t help but smile and said, 
“Little girl, with your strength, you dare to sneak attack on me. I’m really tired 
of living.” “ 

You and I are both demons, so I won’t kill you, but What kind of treasure was 
that colorful light just now? Emitted from something? Hand it over 
immediately. “ 

The middle-aged man saw that Luo Xi was also a demon cultivator, so he 
planned to let her go, as long as Luo Xi handed over the treasure! “Don’t 

think about it, that thing belongs to Mr. Chen, how could it be given to you…” 

Luo Xi’s eyes widened. , said angrily! 



“Well, you little girl, if you don’t eat the toast, you will be punished with wine, 
then I will kill you first and then seize the treasure…” 

After that, the middle-aged man suddenly waved his palms, and there was a 
huge wave. The black mist erupted directly from the body, and then turned 
into a black giant python, attacking Luo Xi! 

Seeing this, Luo Xi’s face changed slightly, and he quickly waved the long 
sword in his hand, and sword lights shot into the sky! 

” Miss Luo, come back quickly…” 

At this time, David’s voice rang in Luo Xi’s ears! 

You must know that this middle-aged man has the strength of the sixth level of 
the Tribulation Realm, and Luo Xi is only the second level of the Tribulation 
Realm. There is a difference of ten points. Such a disparity, how could he be 
his opponent? 

Hearing David’s voice, Luo Xi wanted to retreat into the formation, but it was 
too late. The black giant python had already arrived in front of Luo Xi! 

Luo Xi panicked and When she was at a loss, three rays of light suddenly shot 
out! 

These three rays of light instantly penetrated the black python. The solid black 
python, under the attack of these three rays of light, instantly turned into a 
black mist and slowly dissipated! 

Luo Xi looked and found that the three rays of light were actually three long 
swords, which were the swords used by David to set up the formation at the 
beginning! 

Luo Xi took the opportunity to retreat into the formation. At this time David has 
opened his eyes and stared at the middle-aged man outside the formation! 

“Mr. Chen, it seems that this place will become more and more dangerous, 
and many people will be looking for it soon. “ 

Luo Xi said to David with lingering fear! 

Of course David knew that it was dangerous to stay here, but the immortal 
energy here was so full that he couldn’t bear to abandon it! 



Slowly, the white mist covering the formation dissipated, and David and Luo 
Xi’s figure was exposed in front of the middle-aged man! 

 

 


